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It’s not a surprise that the GIFA Exchange is gradually penetrating the international
crypto market at a very alarming rate. The nearly zero-fee and smooth interface
trading platform with top-notch digital assets is increasingly attracting crypto investors
and users as far as from Kyiv, Cape Town, Lagos, Sydney, Izmir, New Delhi, New
York to Manila.
Can GIFA Token Be Traded?
Yes, you can trade GIFA Token with other cryptocurrencies example exchange GIFX
to USDT and etc. Over 7 cryptocurrencies are available for trading on the platform
with the options being Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Litecoin (LTC), Ethereum
(ETH), Ripple (XRP), and Binance Coin (BNB).
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If you are serious about trading and investing in cryptocurrency, you better learn how
to trade on the GIFA Exchange, which may be a bit challenging to some users when
it's their first time they using the platform.
To make things easier for all users, in this tutorial guide we highlighted some basic
instructions on how to deposit, withdraw as well as buy and sell crypto assets on the
GIFA Exchange. In order to get started on the trading platform, there are 3 steps that
you have to go through:
• Create Account
• Fund Your Account
• Start Trading
As mentioned in the previous users' guide we have published, you need to open an
account in order to trade on GIFA Exchange. I am assuming that you have already
got an account, if not! Click on the official link (www.exchange.gifatoken.com) or
download the mobile App from Play Store and App Store to register. After download
or clicked the the link you will be sent to the proper registration page, where you will
give your details, email address, and create account.
The email address must be a valid one that you use regularly. As for the password,
you should set up a secure one, like a combination of numbers, letters, symbols and
should be at least 6-characters. After that, an email will be sent to your inbox
prompting for the verification. Click on “Verify Email” and your registration will be
completed in few minutes.
Now, you have an account up and running on GIFA Token’s platform and can start
trading with no delay. But there is one more thing you should do before actually
trading commence. The security of your account is the most important thing to us.
For security, you should set up a 2FA in order to add an extra layer of protection to
your account by ensuring nobody else will get to access to your funds. Take a note
that nobody knows your Seed Keys, not even the GIFA Token staff have access to
your account. Make sure you keep the Private Keys in a secure place and offline.
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Deposit
You should log into your account, if you haven’t signed up yet, please I am advising
you to go ahead and complete the signup process as we already explained above.
Now that your account is opened and is secured, now it’s a time to fund it. To place
deposit just press on the wallet icon on the exchange and you will see a list of all
cryptocurrencies supported by the GIFA Exchange.
Intiatietilly, you need to deposit fiat money (Bank Transfer) or pay with any supported
crypto that could allow you to trade other cryptos on the platform. If you want to
Deposit or Withdraw assets from the exchange, users can click on the wallet icon to
initiate this process.
Users must always double-check the wallet address whenever depositing funds. The
receiver address should match the cryptocurrency you are intended to send and
every letter or number must be exactly correct.
If you make a mismatching, the funds may transfered to the wrong node and get lost
forever. Entering a deposit address for someone else’s account by mistake the funds
will be sent to other person’s account. Since blockchain transactions are irreversible,
there would be no way to reverse such transaction from our side.
To place a deposit users must use a correct wallet address that related to the crypto
asset being deposited. The easy way to deposit fund on GIFA Exchange, just paste
the address, and fill in the amount you want to deposit, then confirm and send. You
will see the QR code popup, plus the wallet address next to it. It’s a pretty easy
process that takes few minutes for the funds to show up in a wallet.
Each blockchain ecosystem has different transaction speeds, so it can take over 10
minutes or longer to see the funds show up in your exchange account after being
transferred.
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After the funds have been securely transferred into your exchange account, we can
start trading now! This is where the excitement moment starts.
There are some important features on the GIFA Exchange: (1) Wallet for transaction
and storing the virtual assets, (2) Setting here is where users can make adjustments
to their accounts. (3) History here in this section you will see all records,
transactions, and activities that happening on your account.
With record keeping on the account it is very easy to detect whether there was
unauthorized activity on your account! (4) Tickets: If you have any problems, please
open a ticket to start a discussion so that the staff can help you out as soon as
possible. All discussions are private between you and the support staff. Take note that
the preference may be only given to the users with Premium accounts.
The most popular features are Limit Orders and Market Orders. In contrast, to limit
orders, the market orders it requires a person to have an amount to use such
function. The market order executes automatically to find the best price available.
The best price is determined by the open orders that have been placed on the Order
Book by other traders. There are some nuances on how some market orders are
being executed, so we recommend reading the other educational resources on how
to get started with cryptocurrency trading in depth.
Trading Pairs, GIFA Token supports different trading pairs that can be used to trade
cryptocurrency. Each asset has sets of trading pairs as well as its own chart, order
book data, and trading history. Whenever executing buying orders or selling orders,
users should ensure they use a correct cryptocurrency trading pair.
For example, if you want to buy GIFX with USDT you have to pick GIFX/USDT in the section
panel. Then, click on it, so that the Buy option will pop up with the Sell USDT buttons . Enter
the price for the GIFX and amount of USDT, filling in the market limit. Click the “Buy GIFX’’
button to complete this process.
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Once you have traded for some time and decide to move your funds off the
exchange, you can use a similar process as you deposited the funds to the exchange
platform. To withdraw assets from the exchange, just navigate to the “Wallet” and
selecting a specific asset you want to withdraw. This will load the current balances
you have for that particular asset.
Let say you wanted to exchange GIFX to USDT after buying GIFX, you need to place
an Order on the exchange in order to buy USDT. In this case, since we are dealing
with Tether (USDT): You need USDT wallet address that you can generate from GIFA
Exchange. The system will prompt you to fill in that address you obtained and
amount, then submit the order form.
GIFA Exchange will send a text message to your mobile phone with a verification
code. Enter the password and the code you received and press submit. Your
withdrawal will be facilitated in a few minutes and you will see a new balance if there
is no error. Mistyping the address can cause the funds to become permanently lost.
Remember, there are no refunds or reversing transactions on the blockchain.
Trading Fees
GIFA Exchange is one of few crypto exchanges with the lowest fees on the market.
No deposit fees apply and the exchange got a nearly Zero charge on fees for buying,
selling, or swapping any of the crypto via the platform. However, the customers are
required to bear in mind the gas fees that may be incurred directly on certain
transactions. The company is very transparent about the costs happing within its
network and got no hidden fees like others.
Conclusion
The above steps are everything we need to get started trading on GIFA Exchange.
For further clarity and more explanation about this subject, please get in touch with
the support team at support@gifatoken.com or open a ticket on the exchange
platform to initiate a private communication with the support team.
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